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REiORT BY TH E SO UTHERN SIERRA COM!ANY• 

River Side, California, June 12th, 1934. 

Mr* i.B.Wwt. 
President. C^XJU. ? . ^ - ' 

I have just amde a further survey of the placers across the river 
from Blythe.in line with Mr. Elliott's letter to Mr. Cranmer,under date of 
May 25 th. 

The road distance from Blythe to the western edge of the Oro Pino Placer 
ground is approximately 17 miles. The summit of the pass through which the 
Phoenix highway runs is approximately in the center of the Oro Pino ground. 
To the east and adjoining the Oro Pino is what is known as the Middle Gamp 
the total acerage in both placer operations being about 2,500. To the south 
of Middle Camp a nd a distance of about Four miles are what is known as the 
LaChola,comprising between 4,000 and 5,000 acres. I might state in passing 
that one of the Companies wotking at La Chola is being operated by old friend 
dry wash Wilson. 

I the opportunity of talking with Mr. Kaiser of Quartzsite,who at the 
present time has control of the Oro Pino ground. Prom the information he 
gave me I believe that the average value at present price of gold would 
possibly be as high as 75 cents per cubic yard. The average depth of the 
2,500 acres of the two properties is about 30 feet. This of course, would 
give a yardage of approximately 120,000,000. ®his does not take into con
sideration,of course the ground lying immediately below the ^iddle Camp, 
and which it is safe to say would carry values in excess of 25 cents per 
cubic yard for an additional 5,000 to 6,000 acres. The depth here would be 
probably as much as 75 feet. 

The summit of the jass above refered to is approximately 1100 feet,and 
the elevation of the river at La or in that vicinity is 280 feet,which 
would give a pumping head of 900 feet. As near as can be determined the 
distance to pump the water from the river to the summit of the Pass is app
roximately nine miles. This, of course would bring thewater to the center 
of the Oro Pino Croup, and would be above the Middle Camp,but it would not 
take it to the upper portion of the Oro Pino ground. Assuming 1,000 gallons 
per minuets as a basis,required for a 10,000 cubic yardage operation,the 
most economical size of pipe that should be used is ten inch. Smaller pipe 
than this would radically increase the friction headand a larger size sav
ing in friction,losses would not be justified by the extra cost of the twel
ve inch pipe installation. The friction head of ten inch pipe is 6.8 feet 
per thousand feet for a discharge of 1,000 gallons per minuets. For the 
nine mile run this friction head would be 313 feet,which added to the 900 
feet direct lift give a total head of 1258 feet, or allowing for inequalit
ies and bends in the pipe,and overall head of 1250 feet. Using 60$ overall 
Sufficiency with ordinary types of pumping,this would require approximately 
384 KW,or 9,200 KW hours per day,or approximately one !W per cubic yard of 
of material handled. 



However by using triplex pumps of the solid piston type the efficiency 
can be measured to 80$ which would cut the current consumption to about 
3/4 of a K3V. hour per cubic yard of gravel. She dredge using 560 H.P., 
its operation would consume approximately the same amount of current so 
that the current consumption consumed oer cubic yard of gravel should 
not exceed Two KW. hours per cubic yard of gravel handled. 

In looking over the district it does not seem feasable to bring the 
water by way of the Tyson Gulch,or wash,as it would be necessary to elevate 
the water practically to the same point or height,and the pipe line distance 
would be three miles longer,thereby increasing the head approximately 
100 feet. However,therg is another pass going through the mountain,known 
as the Mar qui ta Pass. *his pass lies between the 5fyson an(p t^e Gonzales 
Well Wash,the latter being the name of the pass previously mentioned. 
The summit of the Mariquita Pass Is approximately 1300 feet,but the pumping 
distance is only seven miles as compared to nine miles,so that overall 
pumping lift is only increased by this route about 60 feet. Shis has the 
dual advantage of allowing the water to flow by gravity from the summit 
of the pass to practically the highest portion of the placer ground, and 
also it passes by the three lode properties,one of which gives p-romise of 
developing into a faiHy large operation,this being the Mariquita Mine 
itself. This operation would only require approximately 400 KW. H.P. 
per day more than the other or approximately .04 of a KW. hour per cubic 
yard. 

By coming over the Mariquita Pass,water could be distributed to the 
-tlomosa and La Chola placers with very little additional pumping head, ^he 
practicability of a dredging operation of course is entirely dependant on 
the holding qualities of the soil. General conditions are,that there are 
relatively few large boulders,and it is possible that the soil will puddle 
qnd pack sufficiently to hold a resonable size pond without to great loss 
from seepage. However,from the information I received some of the gold is 
quite fine very few particles that could be classed as nuggets,close to 
bed rock. 

It is stated that the values are distributed throughout the gravel bed 
and not concentrated on bed rock. From this I would Judge that it would 
be necessary to pass the material over the recovery surface at a relatively 
slow rate,or speed, inorder to catch the finer particles of gold,and it may 
be necessary to treat the tailings either by Cyan!zation or by flotation. 
If the amount of water,amounting to practically 1,400,000 gallons per day, 
is sufficient, ^-t does not appear that the costs of operation would be 
excessive even at a relatively high rate for power. 

(Signed) R.R.Dinsmore. 

Commercial engineer. 


